Greetings to all of our beautiful Satanic Family,

The New Year is coming up on us, and we are looking forward in with a lot of beautiful ideas and plans in mind. The Joy of Satan will be here to support and uphold everyone internally and with proper knowledge with the result in mind to grow ourselves.

Thank you to all of you who devote anything and everything in this, who understand why we all serve the Gods, and who can see how this returns to us all hundredfold, if only we can be wise.

May all of you who are givers, always be given to. We are all partakers of the abundance of the Gods in an ever increasing path towards the supernal understanding. There is an US and this US is the Joy of Satan, which, after all, is entirely and exactly that.

In contrast to anything having to do with the enemy, we here are moving onwards together. As we are individuals, one adjusts the pace, the thoughts, the actions. But the direction of our unity is going at a great and steadfast speed. We are all passengers into a great train going into a better future.

Last year's Agenda is largely completed. It's unbelievable but we are always moving onwards with both stability and ambition. So far, we have surmounted every challenge and every difficulty. Still, there is of course so much improvement and advancement work that must happen - but we are moving there. And we have to keep things steadfast and growing.

The official Satanic New Year where the Agenda of Father Satan is concerned is in April [this is a reminder] and we are now experiencing the change of the year based on the regular calendar.

There are still 4 months in the new year, to do meaningful things. Translations for example, in some languages, can be picked up again and must be brought to fruition. We have to be strong and finish these tasks, so that millions can benefit.
One must also think in mind that one needs the attention and help from the Gods, and this has to be received by proper courses of action. There is nothing that compares to this.

Now on another note, it is useful right now to look back into the year 2022, and see what challenges one had to face both as an individual and further into collective dreams. For the world, things were not easy. There were lots of ups and downs happening in general, and many challenges.

Yet as it looks, here we are, progressing and victorious. Quite a few are showing active initiative and starting to understand that one's destiny can be further fulfilled by reaching higher states and understanding of the notions of the Gods.

I have three messages specifically for the new year:

1. Do not be delusional. We must always seek to reduce the amount of pointless delusion and false "idealism" we have for everything and ourselves, not because these are bad, but because imagination and idealism are necessitated to be coupled by putting in the work necessary.

In other words, seek to grow, not to only "fantasize" you are doing it. Everyone out there can make a fantasy. The difference here is that as a Spiritual Satanist one has means in their disposal to advance in an actual way, by dealing with one's internal world accordingly.

2. Know that we are friends of "God", not enemies. We are only enemies to the falsified slave programs that lie to people about the Gods, our origins and our existence.

The "God" that everyone raves about is just a jewish story that does not exist, it's a sham and an idolatrous hoax, based on a false true "idolatry" that focuses on nothing important.

As with all fake accusations, the same xians that bow down before wooden paintings or statues, somehow made up kosher trolls about how this was so bad when it was done before, but so good now.

But the fundamental difference beneath the surface. A Satanist is in front of a statue because they recognize the force behind it, and we seek to evolve and reach the heights. Our requested help is requested guidance, friendship, telepathic asking for assistance. There is no empty bowing in Satanism. The universal forces and the Gods are recognized, the universe is appreciated for its developmental process, and we understand our part in this.
Meanwhile, yet another random fool will again kneel, pray to some kike, and sit there like a bozo doing nothing at all, worshiping empty idols of the jews or empty stories.

As one can understand, that is exactly the reverse here, the antagonism of Truth versus lies. We are on the side of the Truth.

Look at these people and you will understand, in reality, they are just worshiping two empty Jewish "figures" and nothing else. They do nothing to themselves in any way, just wait there to be saved or whatever bogus lie they have been sold. They call that "Culture" or "God" too to add insult to their own inflicted injury. We talk about such heights of foolishness and oblivion.

As a Spiritual Satanist, one is on a whole other level where the above is not part of this mentality.

People who believe in this are believing in foolish and childish notions, they are not really "with God" let alone on the path of the Godhead. They are just harbouring a comfortable delusion. They are actively distancing themselves from "God" at a speed which is ever more infinite miles away. Instead of developing, they are withering away.

One rightfully has disconnected from this lying in search for true Spirituality. We know that Satan is God. The notions of the enemy have to be completely discarded to free one's mind.

This has nothing to do with the real "god" which is the unified field of the akasha force, the mind of the universe, which our Gods represent in the fullest and an ever advancing form, the holy neteru, or the "immovable moving force" of Aristotle.

We are followers of the Gods and they are leading us to our own Godhead and in the discovery of the inner God. Our litanies, relations, honorary Rituals, and worship, is focused around this recognition of others while we meanwhile work on ourselves, recognizing the Gods in all things.

This has to be understood by all and incorporated in one's life.

3. Help yourself, and help others to increase abundance in the community. In this idiotic world with even more idiotic people, everyone expects someone to come and save them all the time without them doing anything at all. This is not
Nothing is happening to save you out of anything, be the problem bigger or smaller.

Help is not for granted. Most people are just parasitically seeking help without providing any to others, siphoning them to the ground, only because they themselves are an empty void.

These lazy and passive mentalities where one does not do any self help, ignores themselves, and ruins themselves while pretending they need anyone else's "help" are bogus nonsense that should not be part of a properly evolved Satanist mind.

Reason why this is not a part of the Satanic Mind, it's because this vortex of foolish misery, simply accumulates itself like a galaxy of damnation circulating around the middle pillar of damnation, which is the prototype of the enemy programs. There, as people enter closer and closer, misery grows and grows.

This takes time to understand. But eventually when one does, then help towards one's self and others start making sense; especially when others do help and get helped in return.

Spiritual Satanism is to be and is a community of self elevating and constantly generated energy, where the real notion of a brotherhood is understood on a fundamental level: By a better self, we ought help others, and our help returns to us to make a better self. Then, the cycle repeats, bringing more and more people in, increasing the power, light, understanding and all the blessings of creation.

The above should be seen as the opposite of the enemy, who is a vortex where people go in and disappear. In our case, in a world where Truths are opposite to lies, we are the Truth and we adopt this mentality, and not the other.

Happy New Year 2023 with all the greatest things is wished upon all of you Satanic family, be blessed!!
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